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INQUIRY INTO THE 2019-20 
VICTORIAN FIRE SEASON 

 

SUBMISSION BY:                                                                            
THE BUSHFIRE BUILDING COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA LTD 

IN RESPONSE TO THE APPLICABLE VICTORIAN INQUIRY TERMS OF 
REFERENCE: 

 Preparedness ahead of the 2019-20 fire season; including the 
effectiveness of regional emergency management work undertaken 
to inform and educate the community about the coming season, 
community engagement, impact of lengthening fire seasons, and 
any relevant legislation, policy and practice.  

 Consider all challenges and implications for bushfire preparedness 
arising from increasingly longer and more severe bushfire seasons 
as a result of climate change.  

 In the context of bushfire preparedness, assess the readiness and 
responsibilities of statutory agencies, Local Government and State 
Government bodies.  

 Review of all opportunities and approaches to bushfire 
preparedness. 
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1. Executive Summary 
 

Causes of Property Loss 

The highest cost impacts for new developments in bushfire prone regions have the least impact 

on building survivability (flame radiation).  The greatest impact on building survivability is the 

least expensive to mitigate and is the most poorly dealt with by regulation (ember ignition).   

Flame radiation is the basis of State and Territory risk mapping, land use and development 

policies and national construction standards.  The result of policy based on fundamentally 

flawed logic, is regulatory failure. 

House to house ignition is not addressed by bushfire planning or building regulation.  Large-scale 

life and building losses can be expected when embers reach into and ignite densely populated 

urban interface areas. 

2019/2020 Evidence 

Post-disaster building survey research usually conducted by the CSIRO following a bushfire 

disaster has not been widely carried out by State and Territories following the 2019/2020 

Bushfires.  Therefore, little if any understanding of building performance and regulatory 

performance can be determined from the 2019/2020 Bushfires. 

Risk Profile 

90% of buildings in bushfire prone areas in Australia have not been built to bushfire planning and 

construction regulations because they were built prior to regulation being applied (legacy 

property) or they are building classes not included in bushfire regulatory controls (unregulated 

property).  The majority of the risk exposure in the built environment is not addressed through 

existing policy and programs. 

Expertise & Evidence Based Solutions 

Independent subject matter experts, such as; fire safety engineers, bushfire building research 

scientists, bushfire behaviour experts, structural engineers, materials flammability chemists and 

risk management experts, should be central to policy development. An expert-led approach was 

successfully employed to develop innovative solutions to complex bushfire risk problems, such 

as Community Fire Refuges and Private Bushfire Shelters (ABCB, 2014 and ABCB, 2014 2). 

Structural Reform & Shared Responsibility 

Structural reform is required to reduce life and property losses in Australia.  This includes 

providing the community with consistent, easily accessible and useful risk information, 

mitigation actions and incentives.  This submission has proposed practical measures to inform, 

motivate and reward community and property bushfire risk mitigation action. 
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2. Land Use & Development Policies 
  

“Having regard to the impacts of the 2019-2020 bushfires, do you consider that there is a need 

for (in a natural disaster context):  

A review of land use planning and development laws and policies within individual States and 

Territories (or the application thereof)” 

2.1. 2019/2020 Bushfires regulatory performance metrics 

In order to determine whether a review is needed into State and Territory regulation, data from 

the 2019/2020 Bushfires is required to measure State and Territory regulatory performance, as 

per: 

(a) The overall building loss rate: the percentage of buildings destroyed within the fire footprint. 

(b) Building loss rate for buildings constructed to bushfire planning and building regulation. 

(c) Building loss rate for legacy buildings. 

(d) Has regulation reduced building loss rates to an ‘acceptable level’?  By what percentage did 

regulation improve building survivability?  How does the age of the building influence 

survivability?  How do new but unregulated buildings perform? 

(e) How does the performance of buildings from the 2019/2020 Bushfires compare to previous 

bushfire disasters for both regulated and legacy/unregulated buildings. 

(f) Determine if the 2019/2020 fire weather conditions were within or beyond the stated design 

limitations for planning and building regulation to identify any gaps or weaknesses. 

(g) Determine the specific causes of life loss (in and around buildings) and the specific causes of 

each building loss and compare with previous bushfire research to identify any new trends.  

Determine if the causes of losses are addressed by regulation or the application of 

regulation and whether improvement to regulation is required and justified. 

(h) What measures beyond existing regulation improved building performance?  I.e., 

maintenance, compliance, homeowner behaviour (including bushfire readiness and 

response), arrangement of properties (dispersed/condensed), location of adjacent but 

unregulated fuels (furniture, vehicles, etc), add-on safety systems (bunkers, sprinklers) and 

community-level mitigation actions. 

2.2. Evidence base required to determine regulatory performance 

The evidence base to determine regulatory performance can be sourced from: 

(a) State and Territories usually conduct Rapid Impact Assessments, a process which identifies 

how many properties have been damaged, destroyed or remain intact.  This procedure 

quantifies losses and together with the mapped fire footprint, provides the evidence base 

for 2.1 (a) 

(b) An audit of planning and building permits for properties within the fire footprint provides 

the evidence base for 2.1. (b), or assumptions can be drawn based on known year of 

construction and implementation dates for planning and regulatory controls (Sullivan, 2020).   
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(c) An audit of planning and building permits for properties within the fire footprint provides 

the evidence base for 2.1. (c), or assumptions can be drawn based on known year of 

construction and implementation dates for planning and regulatory controls (Sullivan, 2020).   

(d) This is a policy discussion.  For example, if 90% of regulated buildings survived then policy 

makers, communities and government may consider regulation has reduced losses for new 

builds to an ‘acceptable level’ as defined by the National Construction Code (NCC). 

(e) Building loss research from previous bushfire disasters can provide context for the 

2019/2020 Bushfires losses. 

(f) Fire weather data for 2019/2020 Bushfires and analysis of building performance in that 

context is required. 

(g) CSIRO building and life loss in-depth surveys are required for 2.1. (g).  

(h) CSIRO building and life loss in-depth surveys are required for 2.1 (h). 

Key Point: States and Territories have access to data for generalised building performance 

conclusions, but lack the detailed evidence base to assess the effectiveness of regulation for 

the 2019/2020 Bushfires. 

2.3. Building Loss Surveys 

CSIRO provides national, statistically consistent, independent, in-depth, post-disaster building 

loss surveys.  These surveys have been in place since the 1983 Ash Wednesday Bushfires and 

have been conducted after the majority of significant bushfire events in Australia.  

The type of research outcomes possible from CSIRO surveys are: 

- Whether bushfire planning and/or building regulation applied to the property at the time of 

construction 

- Planning permit conditions such as; water, access, construction level, vegetation 

management, installation of an accredited Private Bushfire Shelter, fire fighter access 

- Design, construction and performance of the building 

- Fire weather conditions  

- Fire arrival and fire spread 

- Human intervention; firefighters, residents 

- The specific cause/s of life and/or building loss at the site 

- Recommendations for improvements to avoid future losses based on the evidence 

We understand that CSIRO post-disaster building loss surveys have only been conducted for the 

Rappville NSW area from 2019/2020 Bushfires.   

It is unclear why this research has not been undertaken across all 2019/2020 fire areas, 

particularly given the significant level of property losses. 

Key Point: The lack of CSIRO building loss research results in little if any understanding of how 

and why buildings and structures were destroyed in the 2019/2020 Bushfires and what could 

be done to mitigate future losses. 
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2.4. Measuring Building Performance  

2.4.1. Likelihood of Building Ignition: Wye River/Separation Creek 2015 

The National Construction Code (Australian Building Codes Board, 2019) states: 

“The National Construction Code V2.7.2 Buildings in bushfire prone areas provides the 

following verification measure for the performance standard:  

Compliance with P2.7.5 is verified if the ignition probability for a building exposed to a 

design bushfire does not exceed 10%” 

All new homes in designated bushfire prone areas, must meet the NCC performance measures. 

In the absence of detailed building loss survey data from the 2019/2020 Bushfires, and other 

recent bushfires, we refer to the Wye River/Separation Creek research, which is publicly 

available.   

The overall building loss rate was 80%, 116 homes were destroyed out of 140 homes within the 

fire footprint.  There were 21 homes built to Victorian state bushfire planning regulations and to 

the national deemed-to-satisfy Australian Standard AS 3959. Of those, 7 of the regulated homes 

were destroyed, a loss rate of 33% (CSIRO, 2016). 

The sample size is small, but an ignition probability of 33% exceeds the 10% threshold set by the 

NCC.  Further research is required to measure the regulatory performance of buildings in other 

bushfires. 

AS 3959 does not state if or how it achieves an ignition probability <10%, particularly in that it 

does not address or adequately address several of the main causes of building loss; house to 

house ignition and other adjacent heavy fuels.  

2.4.2. Specific Causes of Building Losses: Wye River/Separation Creek 2015 

To understand why the regulated homes were destroyed, the Wye River/Separation Creek 

building loss survey provided the following research outcomes: 

 “The main impact of the fire on houses was through ignition of heavy fuel elements that 

were adjacent to or under buildings. These include adjacent houses (house-to-house 

ignition), combustible retaining walls, combustible decking, combustible stairways, vehicles, 

stored equipment, plastic water tanks and firewood. It is clear that buildings built to the 

bushfire regulatory standards as well as buildings that were not built to the bushfire 

regulatory standards were subject to these heavy (domestic) fuels, and many were not 

capable of withstanding the radiant heat or flame contact from these fuels. This appears to 

be a key reason why such a large house loss rate was experienced. There were few examples 

of fire spread through surface fuels that were sufficiently intense to provide radiation 

exposure levels capable of compromising houses directly, these were limited to a few areas 

within the township.” (CSIRO, 2016) 
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The following list identifies causes of the regulated losses and whether they are treated through 

State planning provisions or AS 3959 (for new builds); 

- House to house ignition: not dealt with  

- Retaining walls: not dealt with  

- Timber decking: permitted for BAL29 and below 

- Timber stairways: permitted for BAL29 and below 

- Vehicles: not dealt with 

- Stored equipment: not dealt with 

- Plastic water tanks: not dealt with 

- Firewood: not dealt with 

Regulated homes fared better than unregulated homes, which may also be a function of 

construction age as many of the unregulated homes date back to the 1960’s.  

Key Point: The re-building of homes proceeded to the very same regulations that did not 

address the main causes of the building losses.  The opportunity to ‘build back better’ has 

been lost.   

2.4.3. House to House Ignition Loss Rates 

The Wye River/Separation Creek 2015 Bushfire exhibited high overall building loss rates (80%), 

comparable to Marysville from the 2009 Black Saturday Bushfires (84%).   

The Fire Danger Index (FDI) peaked at 49 for Wye River/Separation Creek 2015 and 140 for 

Marysville 2009.   

Unlike Marysville, Wye River/Separation Creek had enormous air and ground firefighting 

intervention over six days leading up to and including the day of the fire impact on the 

townships (IGEM, 2016).   

If the Wye River and Separation Creek townships had been occupied at the time of the bushfire, 

it is likely that lives would have been lost due to the extreme levels of radiation generated by 

closely arranged structure fires (CSIRO, 2016), not because the FDI was high. 

Key Point: House to house ignition poses significant risk to life and property, but it is not dealt 

with by regulation.   

2.4.4. The Australian Built Environment Risk Profile 

The Insurance Council of Australia estimates that 9.5% of properties within the fire footprint of 

the 2019/2020 bushfires had been constructed after 2009, and therefore would be likely to have 

been built to bushfire planning and building regulations (Sullivan, 2020). 

That estimate is in-line with previous post-bushfire research, where we estimate an average of 

10% of all property in bushfire risk areas has been built to bushfire planning and/or building 

regulation. 

That estimate is based from the following available evidence: 
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- 2009 Black Saturday Bushfires, VIC, 5.4% of 2,131 properties surveyed were constructed 

to bushfire planning and/or building standards (Teague et al, 2010) 

- 2015 Wye River/Separation Creek Bushfire, VIC, 14% of properties in the township were 

constructed to bushfire planning and/or building standards (Leonard et al, 2016) 

- 2015 Yarloop Bushfire, WA, 0% of property within the fire footprint had been 

constructed to bushfire planning and/or building standards.  Bushfire mapping to trigger 

bushfire construction requirements was not introduced until 2016 in WA. 

2.4.5. Building Classes Addressed by Bushfire Regulation 

The building classes destroyed on the NSW South Coast in the 2019/2020 Bushfires were; 

homes, apartment buildings, commercial buildings, an industrial complex and a bowling/services 

club (Risk Frontiers, 2020).  The following table details classes of buildings regulated for bushfire 

protection, note that only new homes, apartments and boarding houses are regulated.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Regulated Building Classes for Bushfire Protection 

 

Key Point: The majority of property in bushfire risk areas are legacy properties, which are not 

addressed by regulation.  The 2019/2020 Bushfires destroyed building classes not addressed 

by regulation. 

EXISTING REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

NATIONAL 

CONSTUCTION 

CODE

AUSTRALIAN 

STANDARDS

STATE PLANNING 

POLICIES

New Buildings (10% of the bushfire built environment)

Class 1 (homes)

Class 2 (apartments)

Class 3 (boarding houses)

Class 4 (caretaker lodge)

Class 5 (office buildings)

Class 6 (shops)

Class 7 (carparks & warehouses)

Class 8 (factories)

Class 9 (hospitals, schools, aged care)

Class 10 (shed, fence)

Legacy Buildings (90% of the bushfire built environment)

Class 1 (homes)

Class 2 (apartments)

Class 3 (boarding houses)

Class 4 (caretaker lodge)

Class 5 (office buildings)

Class 6 (shops)

Class 7 (carparks & warehouses)

Class 8 (factories)

Class 9 (hospitals, schools, aged care)

Class 10 (shed, fence)

Key

Regulated

Not regulated

Regulated in some States/Territories
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CAUSES OF BUILDING LOSS                                                                                                                                     
(CSIRO VBRC Submission, 2009)

State & Territory Planning 

Regulation                                   
Australian Standard AS 3959             

Building in Bushfire Prone Areas

EMBER IGNITION

Fuel Source (within 10m)

Neighbouring property

Fencing

Shed

Woodpile

Wooden decking

Wooden window/door frames

Plastic water tanks

Plastic rubbish bins

Door mat

Timber supports

Adjacent vegetation

Treated pine retaining walls

Eave facia boards

Gutters

Timber stairs

Exposed timber beams

Plastic/fabric roof coverings

Weather boards

Treated pine external cladding

EMBER PENETRATION

Sub-floor

Roof cavity

Under doors

Gaps in door & window frames

Gaps in cladding

Vents

Air-conditioning units

Chimneys

Flues

Wall cavities

LOSS OF STRUCTURE INTEGRITY

Gas bottle pressure release valve near window

Wind: e.g. loss of roof, creation of gaps

Tree penetration

FLAME FRONT RADIATION & DIRECT FLAME CONTACT

2.4.6. Causes of building loss addressed by regulation 

The following table identifies the causes of building loss (CSIRO, 2009), compliance costs and our 

analysis of whether regulation for new Class 1-3 buildings adequately addresses each cause of 

loss: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Causes of Property Losses from Bushfire 

*Justin Leonard, CSIRO, observes that at least 92% of property losses are due to ember attack, based on 

post-bushfire building loss surveys and 110 years of bushfire life and building loss data. 

Key Point: The majority of property losses - caused by ember attack, are the least expensive to 

mitigate and are the most poorly dealt with by regulation.  The least cause of property loss - 

flame front radiation, is the most expensive to mitigate. 
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2.5. Policy Development 

The first State or Territory to introduce bushfire development planning regulation was Victoria, 

with the Wildfire Management Overlay in January 1997 (Gonzalez-Mathiesen et al 2019), 

followed by NSW with Planning for Bushfire Protection introduced in 2001 (NSW RFS, 2001).  

Planning provisions have largely been developed by State and Territory departmental town 

planners, often in consultation with State and Territory fire agencies but rarely in consultation 

with a range of independent experts. 

The first edition of the Australian Standard for Construction of Buildings in Bushfire Prone Areas 

AS 3959 (the Standard) was released in August 1991.  The current version is AS 3959 2018 and 

the technical committee members are: 

 

Figure 3: AS 3959 FP-20 Committee Members (accessed from SAI Global, 2020) 

The Standard technical committees, particularly in regards to fire/bushfire safety, should remove 

the voting rights of vested interests from Standards development, encourage independent 

expert participation and institute a framework that verifies that AS 3959 compliant buildings 

meet the performance measures in the NCC and meet community expectations. 

Key Point: independent specialist expertise providing risk and evidence based policy input, 

could reduce the likelihood of poor regulatory outcomes.   
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2.6. Application of Policy 

2.6.1. Victorian Case Study 

State and Territory land use planning and development policies do not specify measurable 

outcomes.  In some cases, such as in Victoria, arbitrary decision making is permitted under:  

Clause 13.02, where the development application must; 

 “Give priority to the protection of human life” (VPP, 2018), and; 

 Clause 52.02: 

“To ensure development is only permitted where the risk to life, property and community 

infrastructure from bushfire can be reduced to an acceptable level.” (VPP, 2018)  

In the case below, the applicant proposed a BAL FZ house as well as an accredited Private 

Bushfire Shelter.  The site is an ‘in-fill’ site between existing homes, on a main road, 200m from 

the Southern Ocean.  There is no higher construction standard beyond BAL FZ and there is no 

tested, accredited, additional private life safety contingency option beyond a Private Bushfire 

Shelter.  

“CFA are of the view the current proposal does not comply with the State’s bushfire planning 

objectives at clause 13.02, particularly the requirement to ‘prioritise life”. 

The planning policy allows determining authorities, in this case the fire agency town planner, to 

make arbitrary value judgements on what is an acceptable level of risk, without providing a 

definition, nor any evidence based justification for a refusal based on that value judgement.   

A risk management and evidenced based approach would determine that (at great expense), the 

applicant has applied the highest construction standard and highest life safety technical 

response possible.  The evidence is that there has been no loss of life in a BAL FZ house, nor in an 

accredited Private Bushfire Shelter, and both were put to the test during the 2019/2020 

Bushfires (Canberra Times 2020, The Age 2020). 

This case also raises the question that if a BAL FZ house and an accredited Private Bushfire 

Shelter cannot reduce the risk to life to an acceptable level – then the risk to life for all the 

neighbours in their old homes must also be unacceptable.  There is no policy in place that 

reduces the risk to life for the neighbours, despite retreat and resettlement being a significant 

focus during the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission (VBRC). 

The VBRC concluded that to avoid the “harsh consequences for the landowners concerned if 

land is sterilised” (VBRC, 2010) through planning policy, VBRC recommendation 46 proposed a 

government funded retreat and resettlement policy for existing developments and identified 

buyback and land swap schemes as solutions (VBRC, 2010). The VBRC also advised government 

that bushfire planning policy reforms must “explicitly enable landowners to take reasonable 

steps to reduce bushfire risk to an acceptable level,” ensuring that “acceptable risk is clearly 

defined” (VBRC, 2010). 
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The applicant is not permitted to create additional defendable space to lower the BAL rating as 

the applicant is not permitted to manage fuel loads into adjacent Crown land and private land.  

(The greater the distance between the dwelling and the unmanaged vegetation, the lower the 

BAL rating).   

If fuel load management was tenure blind, the applicant could save over $150,000 in 

construction costs (if he could get development approval) and he would be reducing the bushfire 

risk for neighbouring homes.   

There is no technical solution to provide a higher bushfire risk response.  The applicant is left 

with land that has no value.  The applicant then moves into an older property down the road, 

most likely a home without any bushfire resilience measures. 

This is an example of regulatory failure in both the development and application of public policy 

and fails on both a cost/benefit analysis, and on life safety public interest.   

2.6.2. Fuel Management 

In France, it is compulsory in bushfire risk areas to carry out ‘débroussaillage’ which is clearing 

and removing of ground fuel – leaves, twigs and shrubs.  People must manage vegetation within 

50m of their assets, even if the 50m is across boundaries onto adjacent public or private land.  

They must also manage fuel loads along access roads to their property. 

There are annual inspections, enforced with heavy fines of AUD $50/m2 for non-compliance.  

Insurers are able to apply an additional AUD $8,000 excess charge for fire damage claims where 

débroussaillage has not been carried out (République Francaise, 2019). 

This is not land clearing, but land management.  Débroussaillage is about preventing bushfires 

having the ground fuel to burn up the tree to the canopy.  Trees beyond 10m of assets are 

preserved.  Trees provide wind protection (particularly helpful in a bushfire), retain soil moisture 

and create healthy ecosystems.   

Débroussaillage policy inspired innovative mechanical methods for collecting, mulching and 

removing ground fuel on public and private land.  The French (and others) have invented hand 

held machines up to large remote controlled machines that can operate on slopes up to 50 

degrees.   

Innovations such as these could form part of the fuel management solution in Australia.  

Particularly as we face smaller windows for prescribed burning, steep inaccessible terrain, and 

the risk associated with burning and smoke impacts near settlements.  

2.7. A Successful Model 

Following the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission, recommendations were made to 

develop community and private shelter options to provide life safety contingency.   
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Emergency Management Victoria created an Expert Advisory Panel, which was comprised of 

bushfire subject matter experts; CFA, VBA, Professor of Urban Planning, CSIRO, Fire Safety 

Engineers, Risk Management Expert and a Structural Engineer. 

This group wrote the handbook for Community Fire Refuges (ABCB, 2014a) and provided 

oversight for the construction of Community Fire Refuges in Victoria.  

The ABCB convened a similar expert group to develop the Standard for Private Bushfire Shelters 

(ABCB, 2014b). 

In both cases, the expert groups developed evidence based solutions for complex bushfire life 

safety problems.   

This expert-led model could be applied to Bushfire planning and development laws, policies and 

their implementation to ensure the best outcomes for community bushfire resilience. 

2.8. Recommendations 

We recommend the following evidence based structural reforms to address the issues outlined 

in 2.1 – 2.7 above: 

(a) Ember ignition potential replaces flame radiant heat as the central methodology for; risk 

mapping, risk assessment, planning policy and construction standards. 

(b) Ground fuel management within 30m of property is mandatory and tenure blind and is 

relied upon in bushfire planning and development applications. 

(c) Funding is risk and evidence based: federal and State/Territory government funding and 

industry incentives are developed for the upgrade of high risk legacy property.  This could be 

in the form of a national economic stimulus package to support local manufacturing and 

trades or nationally consistent State based grant programs. 

(d) Compliance and maintenance programs are established, in the form of annual self-

assessments, to educate and reduce the likelihood of life and property losses from actions 

beyond regulatory control (plastic rubbish bins, water tanks, landscaping elements, vehicles, 

furniture, gas bottles, door mats, furniture, sealing gaps, house additions, plastic/canvas 

awnings, etc).  The self-assessment program includes the development of the household 

bushfire protection plan for prevention, readiness, response and recovery.   

(e) Bushfire planning and building regulation reform is conducted by an independent expert 

panel with the objective of providing consistency across States and Territories and certainty 

for industry, consumers and agencies 

(f) All States and Territories conduct CSIRO post-disaster building surveys following all bushfire 

events where life and property has been lost.  Survey results must be publicly available 

(g) Introduction of defined and measurable performance outcomes for bushfire planning and 

building policies, remove arbitrary decision-making process, provide acceptable solutions for 

every risk profile identified in the National Bushfire Risk Mapping (See Section 5) 

(h) Bushfire construction standards committees remove voting rights for vested interests to 

ensure integrity of policy development  
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3. Practical mitigation and preparedness activities 
 

“Having regard to the impacts of the 2019-2020 bushfires, do you consider that there is a need 

for (in a natural disaster context):  

b. enhanced practical mitigation and preparedness activities, for the protection of:  

i. residential premises;  

ii. critical infrastructure; and  

iii. (to the extent not covered in (b)(i)) other key community assets, including access 

roads and emergency evacuation routes” 

3.1. Mitigation & Preparedness Activities for Residential Premises 

3.1.1. Challenges to Address 

Longer bushfire seasons and more frequent bushfire events are likely to increase the number of 

life and property losses in Australia.  Enhanced practical mitigation and preparedness activities 

are required to reduce social and economic impacts so Australian governments and communities 

are more resilient to bushfire disasters. 

The public safety policy ‘leave early and live’ establishes the clear message that avoiding bushfire 

risk is the safest option.  However, longer bushfire seasons reduce the capacity of bushfire prone 

communities to sustain evacuation, and undermines the principles of building community 

resilience. This is of particular concern when many defendable homes are lost each year from 

small fires from burning embers where no residents remain. 

The scale of the area burning during the 2019/2020 Bushfires also demonstrated the challenge 

in evacuating communities as many townships were surrounded by bushfire, cutting off escape 

routes. 

For vulnerable residents, such as the; elderly, disabled, infirmed or those with low economic 

means, evacuation may not be possible at all.  Exposing vulnerable residents to heat and smoke 

can pose a greater risk to life than the bushfire itself (Isa, 2019). 

The National Construction Code does not require bushfire construction standards for new 

vulnerable-use buildings or commercial buildings.  The Australian Standard does not provide a 

deemed-to-satisfy solution for vulnerable-use or commercial buildings.   

When evacuation fails, 90% of the built environment does not provide bushfire resilient shelter. 

There are only five Community Fire Refuges in Australia and there are estimated to be only a few 

hundred accredited Private Bushfire Shelters installed across Australia. 
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3.1.1. Solutions 

If the national objective is to reduce life losses and reduce residential property losses from 

bushfire, then two significant changes to the built environment are required: 

(a) Ember protection programs and incentives for all homes (old or new). 

(b) Additional life safety contingency through; Community Fire Refuges, Private Bushfire 

Shelters and bushfire resilient commercial and vulnerable-use buildings. 

A more resilient built environment provides contingency when evacuation fails, and increases 

the likelihood that buildings will still be standing when residents return. 

 

 

Figure 4: Bushfire Life Safety Options 

 

The Bushfire Building Council of Australia has proposed a new approach to reducing life and 

building losses from bushfire through the Bushfire Resilience Star Rating (Star Ratings) program.  

The project was submitted to Emergency Management Australia in April 2019. 

The Star Ratings are an holistic, evidence based; risk mapping, risk assessment and risk 

mitigation action program.  The Star Ratings can help regulators, communities and property 

owners measurably reduce life and property losses. 

There are two Star Ratings; the Property Bushfire Resilience Rating and the Community Bushfire 

Resilience Ratings. 

This program can be applied nationally for all people, in all types of buildings, old or new. 

The Property Bushfire Resilience Star Rating program operates as follows: 
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Step 1  Identify the Risk (Also refer to Section 4 of this submission) 

National bushfire risk mapping including ember casting potential 

Identifies properties at risk 

Identifies the level of risk likely to impact each site (degree of ember attack, house 

to house ignition potential, flame radiation, wind impacts) 

Step 2 Inform the Public 

National Risk Mapping app (personalised risk information, nationally consistent), 

and; 

The Star Rating assessment app, which guides residents through their site-specific 

risk and corresponding site-specific mitigation actions (personalised education, 

personalised action plan) 

Step 3 Holistic & Evidence Based Site Assessment 

The Star Rating assessment measures site resilience by assessing the complete set of 

property loss causes as identified in Section 2.4.6. of this submission  

Step 3 Site-specific Action Plan 

Site-specific tasks are allocated to achieve each Star Rating level.  The higher the Star 

Rating level achieved, the lower the residual risk to life and property (personalised, 

stepped approach, achievable action plan) 

Step 4 Maintenance 

The resident completes an annual self-assessment to confirm continuing 

maintenance and compliance with their Star Rating (maintain action, maintain 

education) 

The annual self-assessment ensures whoever resides at the property is informed of 

the risk to the site and the ongoing actions required to maintain the Star Rating, 

even if the property changes hands (maintain action, maintain education) 

Step 5 Community-level Mitigation Actions 

The Star Ratings recognise community-level mitigation actions which reduce risk to 

the property, such as; fuel management, Community Fire Refuges, independent 

power and communications, community-level firefighting water supplies, emergency 

planning and education programs, warning systems 

Step 5 Government & Industry Rewards 

Measurable, nationally consistent ratings enable natural market incentives, such as; 

improved property values, reduced insurance premiums and lower mortgage 

interest rates. 
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The Star Ratings also enable government and industry incentives, such as; tax 

credits, rates reductions, grants and product rebates. 

Step 6 Innovation, adaption, technology  

The Star Ratings stimulate market adoption of bushfire resilient materials by 

encouraging legacy property upgrades.  This opens up market opportunities from 

the existing 10% of the bushfire prone built environment to 100% 

Increased rates of consumer adoption increases innovation and technology and puts 

downward pressure on prices.  

3.1.2. Emergency Action for Residential Properties 

As a last resort, the following temporary actions can be taken in the weeks or days before 

bushfire impacts property: 

 
Figure 5: Emergency Home Preparation Tips 
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3.1.3. Keys to Success 

(a) Make it easy for people to understand their risk 

(b) Make it easy for people to undertake mitigation work, show them what to do and why 

(c) Provide a measurable and certified mechanism to recognise and reward bushfire resilient 

property, whether property is old or new  

(d) Use that mechanism to derive value for resilient property; improved property values, attract 

grants, incentives and investment, reduce insurance premiums, reduce mortgage finance 

rates 

3.1.4. Making it happen 

There are several mechanisms governments and industry can use to radically improve life safety 

outcomes and reduce residential building losses from bushfire, the following is an example of 

the measures we have previously proposed to the federal government: 

(a) 2019/2020 Bushfires and COVID-19 economic stimulus package for the building industry to 

retro-fit legacy buildings for ember protection.  A $1 Billion package could retro-fit 

approximately 40,000 homes and 450 buildings of public importance.   This project could 

double the number of existing bushfire resilient homes in Australia, within 2 years. 

(b) Government incentives for home owners who retro-fit for ember protection using the Star 

Rating system to measure and certify site bushfire resilience.  Mechanisms such as; grants 

and tax credits/offsets/rebates can be used.  Such schemes have been implemented by 

governments for rooftop solar programs, retro-fitting for cyclone and flood, for example. 

(c) The Bushfire Building Council of Australia has already formed partnerships in the insurance, 

banking and manufacturing industries in order to establish market rewards and incentives 

for Star Rated resilient buildings.  Natural market incentives such as improved property 

values are achievable by advertising Star Rated resilient buildings at the point of sale or 

lease. 

(d) The Bushfire Building Council of Australia has proposed providing twelve open-source 

building designs as part of the 2019/2020 Bushfires re-building effort.  The purpose is to 

provide all Australians, including those who have recently lost homes, with off-the-shelf 

designs, from kit homes under $150,000 up to large family homes over $500,000.  The 

objective is to fast-track building and re-building with best-practice designs and materials. 

3.2. Mitigation & Preparedness Activities for Critical Infrastructure 

The Bushfire Building Council of Australia has proposed Community Bushfire Resilience Star 

Ratings (Community Ratings) to measure, motivate and reward community-level risk mitigation 

actions. 

The Community Ratings assess local risk and vulnerability and determine the most effective 

mitigation measures.  This may include; Community Fire Refuges, township water recycling for 

firefighting supplies, independent power supplies, community-level fuel management, 

assistance for vulnerable residents, retro-fitting legacy property, education programs and 

hardening critical infrastructure. 
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3.2.1. Identifying Critical Infrastructure 

The following is an example of a Community Bushfire Resilience Star Rating scorecard.  Local risk 

and vulnerabilities are assessed to determine the most effective mitigation measures specific to 

each community.  This helps identify the specific forms of infrastructure that need to be 

protected to ensure the community achieves a high resilience rating.  It is essential that 

community resilience is measured and rated to maximise the effectiveness and appropriateness 

of resilience investment.  

 

 

Figure 6: Community Bushfire Resilience Star Rating Scorecard 

 

3.2.2. Critical Infrastructure & Community Essential Infrastructure 

Our expertise is in the built environment.  Buildings are incorporated into all forms of critical 

infrastructure (except for roads).  For example; electricity substations, water and sewage 

pumping stations, mobile phone tower equipment huts, telephone exchanges and radio 

repeater stations (emergency services, aircraft navigation), police stations, fire stations, 

ambulance stations, hospitals and schools. 
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The National Construction Code does not have bushfire performance measures for these types 

of buildings.  Critical infrastructure and community essential infrastructure buildings are not 

regulated for bushfire protection. 

There are dependencies on critical infrastructure for community-level and individual-level 

bushfire resilience; water, power, communications, access and egress and supply chains.  

National bushfire mapping will improve the ability to identify critical infrastructure exposed to 

bushfire risk.  Community consultation will help identify other forms of infrastructure that the 

community values and wants protected. 

Subject matter experts for each infrastructure class will be able to respond on how to make 

those systems more resilient and reliable. 

It is possible to both harden critical infrastructure and provide life safety contingency for 

residents.  Buildings of public importance such as; fire stations, schools, town halls or shopping 

centres could be upgraded to Community Fire Refuges, particularly for low socio economic 

communities who are unable to fund the upgrade of their homes or purchase a private bushfire 

shelter and/or who have poor evacuation routes or are at high risk of house to house ignition.  

This is consistent with policy frameworks for wind events (cyclones) where the community 

understand that these buildings are stronger (safer) than a typical dwelling. 

Key Point: the buildings that support critical infrastructure supply require bushfire protection 

measures. Consideration should be given to upgrading buildings of public importance for 

bushfire protection.  Buildings such as fire stations, schools and town halls could be upgraded 

to Community Fire Refuges. 

3.2.3. Other Infrastructure 

Other infrastructure, which is of public importance to bushfire prone communities, is social 

infrastructure.   

The 2019/2020 Bushfires, and previous bushfires, have highlighted the need for emergency 

accommodation, diesel supplies for generators, immediate financial assistance delivered 

through social services and charities, chemists to dispense medication, access to emergency and 

social services, schools and hospitals, asbestos removal and clean drinking water. 
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4. Standardisation of Practices and Policies 
 

“Having regard to the impacts of the 2019-2020 bushfires, do you consider that there is a need 

for (in a natural disaster context):  

the standardisation of practices and policies within individual States and Territories, or 

enhancing information sharing, in respect of the following matters:  

i. the assessment of natural disaster risk in determining individual land use and/or 

development applications; and  

ii. the protection of critical infrastructure other key community infrastructure” 

 

4.1. Assessing Bushfire Risk 

This submission has presented evidence that existing planning and development policies, 

construction standards and their application have significant flaws, resulting in regulatory 

failure. 

Nationally consistent, expert-led, evidence and risk based practices and policies are required to 

ensure rapid improvement in life safety outcomes and property resilience. 

We have proposed to the federal government that the CSIRO provide national risk mapping, 

with a greater emphasis on ember casting (see Section 5 of this submission) to accurately and 

consistently assess bushfire risk. 

A nationally consistent approach to land use and development applications would remediate the 

issues identified in Section 2 of this submission. 

4.2. Recommendations 

- All states and territories provide vegetation & vulnerability data to enable a national 

CSIRO bushfire risk mapping (see Section 5). 

- All states and territories be involved in the development and implementation of an 

holistic bushfire risk assessment and development application process (such as the 

Property Resilience Star Rating model) to provide national consistency in land use 

and/or development applications and measurable resilience outcomes.  

- All states and territories fund nationally consistent incentive programs/grant systems to 

motivate retro-fitting of legacy property for ember protection and annual self-

assessment to motivate compliance and maintenance. 

- All states and territories agree to co-fund with the federal government the upgrade of 

their highest risk communities by two Community Bushfire Resilience Star Rating levels 

to provide community-wide resilience, reduce disparity, protect community assets and 

critical infrastructure (see Section 5 for how to identify community risk & 

vulnerabilities). 
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- All states and territories agree to implement nationally consistent, mandatory, tenure 

blind, mechanical ground fuel management legislation and oversight (as per the French 

‘débroussaillage’ system) to reduce risk at the community and property level. 

- All states and territories agree to co-fund with the federal government, a 2019/2020 

Bushfires and COVID-19 economic stimulus package to retro-fit 40,000 homes and 450 

buildings of national significance for ember protection.  
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5. Risk Assessments and Mapping 
 

“Having regard to the impacts of the 2019-2020 bushfires, do you consider that there is a need 

for (in a natural disaster context):  

enhanced processes for the conduct, publication and dissemination of risk assessments and 
related mapping, including to:  

i. relevant State and Commonwealth Government agencies); and  

ii. individual landowners’ (i.e. as a tool in their natural disaster planning).” 
 

5.1. Improved Conduct for Risk Assessments & Mapping 

The 2019/2020 Bushfires have emphasised the importance of ember casting when mapping and 

assessing risk, as embers were observed to travel at least 1.3km from the fire front at Lake 

Conjola (Risk Frontiers, 2020). 

Embers are primarily composed of tree bark.  Particular vegetation types produce more embers 

than others (Tolhurst & Chong 2009).  It is critical that risk mapping is able to determine the 

degree of ember attack and therefore the likelihood of building ignition from ember attack, 

considering that ember attack is the primary cause of building ignition. 

Current risk mapping is based on predicted bushfire flame front radiation to determine bushfire 

risk and therefore whether a site must comply with planning and building regulation (for new 

builds).  The model has a maximum buffer limit of 100m.  Because the model is based on flame 

radiation, it does not estimate the risk of ember attack or the distances that embers are likely to 

travel. 

It is also critical that accurate ember casting is used to identify which communities are at high 

risk of house-to-house ignition, so that mitigation measures can be rapidly implemented.  This is 

relevant where embers can reach into settlements with less than 10m separation distances 

between properties. 

The high rates of life and property loss from house-to-house ignition witnessed in Marysville 

Australia 2009, Paradise USA 2018 and Fort McMurray Canada 2016, demonstrate that the 

current regulatory approach, which ignores house to house ignition, must be urgently 

addressed. 

5.2. Improved Dissemination & Publication of Risk Assessments & Mapping 

Each State and Territory presents different levels of risk information to the public.  For example, 

in Victoria bushfire prone area mapping is binary.  Sites are either mapped as bushfire prone or 

not.  Almost the whole state is mapped as bushfire prone except for central Melbourne, which 

provides the community with little insight as to their level of bushfire risk exposure or the 

location of bushfire hazards.  More detailed mapping exists, such as the Victorian Fire Risk 
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Register (CFA, 2020) and the mapping used to develop the Bushfire Prone Area designations, but 

it is not available to the public. 

 

Figure 7: Victorian State Bushfire Prone Area Map, DELWP, 2020 

 

 

 

  

Figure 8: Victorian Bushfire Management Overlay Mapping (VicPlan 2020) 
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5.2.1. USA Case Study 

The USDA Forest Service recently released national wildfire risk mapping and community 

information, funded by the federal government (USDA, 2020).  The website provides detailed 

national wildfire risk mapping, which can be drilled down to the township level.   

The project also provides: 

(a) risk and consequence data 

(b) extent of vulnerable populations 

(c) the type of risk exposure 

(d) the specific vulnerabilities of each community (poverty, housing, disability, age, mobility) 

(e) information about wildfire risk 

(f) mitigation actions that can be taken to reduce risk at the property and community level 

5.2.2. National Risk Mapping 

The USA Case Study demonstrates the importance of federal leadership and federal 

dissemination of risk and vulnerability information.   

The USA federal government gathered 3,000 counties’ and 50 States’ 

risk/vegetation/weather/vulnerability data and presented it in a homogenous view so that it is; 

transparent, meaningful, usable and actionable. 

For example, it is transparent where the risk is and who is most vulnerable to that risk, so that 

appropriate and effective mitigation action can be taken. 
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Figure 9: USDA Risk Mapping – Exposure Type 

 

Figure 10: USDA Risk Mapping – Wildfire Likelihood 
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Figure 10: USDA Risk Mapping – Vulnerable Populations 

 

 

Figure 9: USDA Risk Mapping – Federal Level 
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Figure 10: USDA Risk Mapping – State Level 

 

Figure 11: USDA Risk Mapping – Community Level 

 

5.2.3. Single Data Source, Multiple Applications 

Evidence based risk mapping can be the sole source of information for the following 

applications; 
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(a) Governments & agencies: emergency planning  

(b) Governments, agencies & property owners: land use planning 

(c) Agencies & property owners: development applications 

(d) Governments, agencies, industry & property owners: construction standards 

(e) Governments, agencies & communities: community-level risk assessment & mitigation 

actions 

(f) Governments, agencies & communities: fuel management programs 

(g) Governments, agencies & industry: critical infrastructure protection programs 

(h) Individual landowner risk mitigation and action plans 

(i) Insurers: risk assessments 

5.2.4. Tools for Individual Landowners 

National bushfire risk mapping can identify risk and vulnerabilities and provide the evidence 

base to provide site-specific and community-specific risk mitigation advice.  National risk 

mapping can be used as a tool to inform, motivate and reward bushfire risk mitigation action 

through the Star Ratings program, because it provides measurable resilience outcomes. 
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Figure 12: National Risk Mapping & Tools for Individual Landowners 
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6. Key Impediments 
 

“Describe any key legislative, policy or other impediments to additional action of the nature 

identified in response to (1) above.”  

6.1. Funding 

This submission addresses bushfire disaster risk mitigation and prevention actions.  The 

Insurance Council of Australia states that “At present about 97 per cent of disaster funding goes 

to clean-up and recovery, and only 3 per cent on prevention” (ICA, 2019).   

The main challenge in implementing the recommendations we propose, to drastically and 

measurably reduce life and property losses from bushfire – is funding. 

For example, the current federal disaster resilience budget is $56 million per year, $20 million of 

which is distributed to states under the Natural Disaster Resilience Grants Scheme. Under the 

scheme, only $247,000 was awarded for Victorian bushfire-specific resilience projects in 2016-17 

- 0.04 per cent of annual Victorian bushfire recovery costs (EMV, 2018)  In 2017-18, $0 was 

awarded to Victorian bushfire-specific resilience projects (EMV, 2019), all awarded projects were 

flood related. 

The cost of disaster impacts for Australian taxpayers was estimated was estimated to be $18.2 

billion per year in 2016, growing at a rate of 3.4% per year, without factoring in climate change 

impacts (ABR, 2017). 

At a community level, the GDP impact alone for Tathra was: 

“the Tathra bushfires on the New South Wales South Coast hurt the local economy by an 

estimated $207 million, or a 33.7 per cent decline in local GDP. This was a significant 

economic impact, largely driven by disruption to the town’s key tourism sector.” (Suncorp, 

2019) 

Our own case studies estimate a cost-benefit ratio (CBR) of 1:4 for community-wide bushfire 

mitigation action, based on bushfire return periods of 1 in 60 years.  CBR of 1:12 for bushfire 

return periods of 1 in 30 years and CBR of 1:22 for bushfire return periods of 1 in 10 years.  For 

example, we modelled community-wide resilience actions for Wye River/Separation creek, a 

similar sized community to Tathra.   

The actions modelled were; retro-fitting all existing homes for ember protection, community-

wide firefighting recycled water supplies, upgrading the Surf Lifesaving Club to a Community Fire 

Refuge, annual fuel management programs, annual education programs, annual maintenance 

and inspections, assistance for vulnerable residents and power redundancy.  These actions were 

in response to the assessed community-specific risks and vulnerabilities, and will be different for 

each community.  The model measures the actions required to reduce direct economic impacts 

of life and property loss by at least 65% (BBCA, 2019).   

Despite compelling economic and social benefits, disaster risk reduction funding by States, 

Territories and the federal government, is desperately inadequate. 
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A lack of disaster risk reduction funding inhibits innovation.  The more investment the more 

solutions will emerge, from a greater number of suppliers, putting downward pressure on prices.  

The lower the price of bushfire mitigation solutions, the greater the adoption rates. 

Increased mitigation action keeps insurers in the market and premiums more competitive. 

6.2. Legislation 

To fully adopt the recommendations in this submission, we estimate the following impacts for 

State and Territory legislation: 

National Bushfire Risk Mapping 

Unlikely to require significant changes to legislation.  States and Territories must agree to supply 

vegetation data to inform the National Bushfire Risk Mapping project.  States and Territories can 

call up National Bushfire Risk Mapping for risk assessments and development applications under 

their usual planning regulation amendment process or by ministerial direction. 

Ember Protection for Legacy Property 

There are no legislative changes required to ember proof legacy property. 

Mandatory Fuel Management  

Requires changes to State & Territory legislation, such as Land Acts. 

Performance Measures: Planning Policy, Development Applications, Construction Standards 

Requires changes to State & Territory planning legislation. 

Construction standards would require expert-led review to resolve, does not require legislation 

change. 

Mandatory CSIRO Post-Disaster Building Surveys 

Requires minor changes to legislation or implemented as a policy directive. 

6.3. Political Will 

Following the 2009 Black Saturday Bushfires and the VBRC, political will enabled funding and 

implementation of bushfire mitigation strategies, including Community Fire Refuges.  Five 

Community Fire Refuges have been commissioned, but there are no further Community Fire 

Refuges planned or funded.  The political will seems to have evaporated, but the need for life 

safety contingency in townships with poor chances of successful evacuation remains. 

Whilst there is no shortage of political capital to be gained once a disaster strikes, the question 

must be asked – where is the political will to prevent the disaster in the first place? 

During and after the 2019/2020 Bushfires, NSW RFS reported on the ‘number of homes saved’ 

from firefighting efforts.  During the current COVID-19 crisis we are reminded that our 

preventative actions are saving lives. 
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This approach in recognition of avoided losses may facilitate greater political will in funding 

disaster risk reduction.  Post-disaster research must establish performance measures to evaluate 

the success (or failure) of mitigation actions.  For example, Wildfire Safety Bunkers reports that 

all six people who used their accredited Private Bushfire Shelters during the 2019/2020 

Bushfires, survived.  The Victorian government and the ABCB can rightly claim that their policies 

and performance standard saved six lives. 

The same conclusions can be drawn if we measure the performance of other disaster risk 

reduction strategies, such as retro-fitting, fuel management, Community Fire Refuges, robust 

and resilient critical infrastructure, etc. 

Further research and effort must be invested in successfully measuring and communicating the 

benefits of avoided losses to gain greater political and community support for risk reduction 

investment. 

6.4. Multiple Objectives for Buildings 

Consumers are likely to have multiple objectives when building or retro-fitting their homes, such 

as; energy efficiency, affordability, amenity, climate adaption, low building carbon emissions, 

flood protection, storm protection, cyclone protection, heatwave protection, etc. 

Bushfire resilience is complimentary to multi-hazard protection, where improved bushfire 

resilience also addresses; wind, storm, heat and cyclone and can be integrated with flood 

resilience. 

The Bushfire Building Council of Australia is working with other home rating programs to provide 

industry and consumers with a single pathway through ratings systems, ensuring that bushfire 

resilience is factored into design and material choices. 
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7. Other Matters 

7.1. Life Safety Contingency Policies 

Policies and practices that support accredited Private Bushfire Shelters and Community Fire 

Refuges are essential to provide life safety contingency. 

When policies are not in place, landowners and the building industry take it upon themselves to 

install and use unregulated shelters.  The VBRC dealt with issue at length, recommending 

building standards for shelters, due to the deaths of six people in makeshift shelters (VBRC, 

2010, Whittaker et al, 2017). 

It has been recently reported that: 

“One leading Sydney architect believes the way of the future is a sealed concrete room within 

the house that could be used as normal day to day, but worked as a shelter during a fire 

emergency. Award-winning Sydney architect Peter Stutchbury is already designing a house 

with an in-built shelter for a client in Bellingen on the State’s north coast.” (The Sunday 

Telegraph, 2020). 

It is critical that policy makers, industry and consumers recognise that an internal shelter is 

extremely dangerous.  When a building ignites, the temperature of that fire (which is fuelled by 

soft furnishings, timber frames, etc) far exceeds that of a bushfire flame front.  An internal 

shelter, no matter what material it is constructed of, is likely to collapse due to the extreme heat 

generated by a house fire.   

It’s for that reason that Private Bushfire Shelters are designed to be separate to the house.  Only 

accredited private shelters (bunkers) that meet the National Construction Code Private Bushfire 

Shelters Performance Standard (ABCB 2014b) should ever be used. 

Victoria has accredited four Private Bushfire Shelters that meet the NCC performance standard.  

Installation requires a building permit.  

Other States and Territories should establish policies, practices and education programs to 

support the installation of accredited Private Bushfire Shelters and Community Fire Refuges 

where additional life contingency is required. 
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8. Summary of Recommendations 
 

1 National Bushfire Risk Mapping 

2 Mandatory CSIRO Building Surveys 

3 Planning & Development Policy Performance Measures 

4 Resilience Performance Measures: Community & Property 

5 Policy recognition of ember attack as the main cause of property loss 

6 Increased risk mitigation funding & incentives 

7 Expert-led policy development & application 

8 National retro-fit program 

9 Construction standards: remove vested interest voting rights 

10 Open source bushfire building designs for new builds & re-builds 

11 Policy incentives for Private Bushfire Shelters & Community Fire Refuges 

12 Policy incentives for bushfire resilient vulnerable-use buildings, critical infrastructure 

13 Compulsory Homeowner Fuel Management Program 

14 Annual Homeowner Bushfire Resilience Self-Assessment Program 
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